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Sticky Note
Ah!  If #2 means that forms draw on the One and the dyad in being causes, then, since they are causes of sensibles by implying the ratios that, occupying places on the continuum, determine the proportions of the parts of the things that instantiate them, we can see how Aristotle could say that "out of the dyad by participation in the One the forms are numbers" — in instantiating the One by setting the whole/part structure of sensibles, they express themselves, on the continuum that itself instantiates the dyad, as numbers.
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Sticky Note
sic!

If dis tria and tris dua — and again, at the general level of the classes these are paradigms for, artiakis peritta and perittakis artia — are distinct, then these cannot be "multiplication" sets in the ordinary sense; for the multiplication sets 2x3 and 3x2 are equivalent — it makes no difference what order 2 and 3 are in, and the same holds for even times odd and odd times even.  But Parmenides does present these pairings as distinct.  (So, if not multiplication sets in the ordinary sense, what are they?  Different figurative arrays!)
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But the equivocation remains, for numbers can be understood both as the numerals by which we count and as the groups we use numerals to count.  No matter.  For if we read the passage in the second way, the things we declare to exist are in each case a set of a certain number of things.  [So, e.g., four, if, exploiting the equivocation, we take it to mean not the integer four (that is, four abstract units) but rather four things, refers to any set that has four members.]  Thus, even with the equivocation, it is the number that characterizes each set of things, and not the things apart from the number they have, that is characterized as "smaller/est" and "greater/est".nb ask why the continuum is not that of fewest to most, rather than smallest to greatest — and find the answer in your recognition that it is by expanding (and in alternative directions) the figures of square and oblong that we get the members of the continuum, and as figures the sets are magnitudes rather than multitudes.

nb Gill and Chrysakopoulou also translate this ambiguity into the text by introducing "things".
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Sticky Note
And, happily, the second part of the argument also accounts for all the primes — see your note, "Pythagorean pebbles and the derivation of number," in which you reconstruct the series of odds x odds and x evens, etc. according to the pebble arrays.  (Michael Barkasi was your prompt here.)  The gnomons contain all the numbers, primes included, with no difficulty.  See folder 10 under MMiller.
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Yes, re primes.

As for "the first numbers," note that 1 and 2 belong neither to the gnomons of the four sets but are, rather, the starting-points of the square and the oblong nor to any of the four classes (for 1 is neither even nor odd — or it is both); this same thought holds for 3 (thrice 1 is no more oddce odd than oddce even) but not for the gnomon of the four sets (for 3 is the gnomon that results from the first expansion of the square).
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